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AN ESTIMATED $8.4 BILLION UP FOR GRABS
  The 2022 midterm political season will generate $8.4 billion 
in local ad dollars, according to BIA Advisory Services’ 
updated political ad forecast. Local over-the-air TV will 
garner the largest share of those dollars (44%), followed 
by connected TV in second place and over-the-air radio in 
third. But in a shakeup on the political ad landscape, CTV 
will outperform digital due to the loss of third-party cookies 
needed for targeted display, along with social media platform 
crackdowns. 
  “We’re expecting CTV to attract some spinning away from 
what would otherwise have gone to social or paid search 
advertising, as it is such an engaging platform,”  says BIA 
Advisory Services  Managing Director Rick Ducey.
  Behind that multi-billion-dollar pot of gold is a 
staggering number of mid-term races, including 
34 U.S. Senate seats, all 435 House seats, 36 
governorships, 27 secretaries of states, 27 state 
treasurers and 34 attorneys general.  Further 
down the ballot, there are legislative contests 
in every state except Louisiana, Mississippi, 
New Jersey and Virginia. There are also various 
county elections taking place throughout the 
country and Florida and California will have 
special elections.
  Since many of these races include primaries 
ahead of the Nov. 8 general  election vote, the campaign 
spending spigot is already open and flowing.
  While scores of seats are at stake, analysts and political 
experts have handicapped the races that will be the most 
competitive and generate a disproportionately high level of 
ad spending. They include Senate races in Pennsylvania, 
Nevada, Georgia, Arizona, North Carolina, and Wisconsin; 
along with governorships in Wisconsin, Georgia, Michigan, 
Nevada, Pennsylvania, Arizona, and Kansas, along with 15 
crucial Hose races.  
   Unlike most major categories, political isn’t impacted by the 
economy. “The factory in Washington doesn’t shut down very 
often, it’s always open for business,” Ducey said. “It’s really 
good from a media perspective.”  
   Making the category even more lucrative for media owners 
is there are far more entities buying advertising that just the 
candidates themselves. “For every two people on the ballot, 
you’re looking at somewhere in the neighborhood of 10 
advertisers and in some cases, more than that,” said Evan 
Tracey, Senior VP for Client Strategy at political ad agency 
National Media.
  Tracey and Bud Jackson, owner of political advertising 
consultancy Jackson Media Group, agreed that TV remains 
the top choice for campaigns.  And that isn’t  likely to change 
in this election, they said during “Win the Ad Race: Insights 
from Political Advertising Experts,” presented by Marketron.

POLITICAL AD BUYERS STILL LOVE TV, CTV
ADVERTISER NEWS
 Anheuser-Busch InBev says its price increases have 
failed to catch up with inflation in several countries including 
the U.S.  Additional price increases can be expected along 
with changes to container and pack sizes.  First quarter 
revenues were up 11.1% versus 2021, but profit of $499 
million was down 44%......Not necessarily related, but 
Advertising Age reports A-B will cut back its Super Bowl 
ad load, giving up alcoholic beverage exclusivity.  Pepsi 
had earlier announced it will give up halftime sponsorship 
after 10 years......Bloomberg warns beer may be impacted 
by supply chain problems this summer, partly due to 
shortages of glass bottles and aluminum cans.  Popcorn 
could also run short for movie-goers and a worldwide 
potato shortage has caused McDonald’s to stop selling 

large fries orders in some countries.……
Mobile phone carriers have agreed to 
another year delay in providing 5G service 
near some airports.  The FAA says the delay 
will allow time to create a permanent fix to the 
interference problems……And there may be 
a price war coming after Verizon announced 
a new plan to offer FiOS broadband for $25 
a month when coupled with 5G service.  
MoffettNathanson head Craig Moffett 
said the move is “bad for everyone..also a 
bad sign for Verizon itself”……IRI’s New 

Product Pacesetter report says 46 of the top 100 brand 
launches in 2021 were beverages, with Dr. Pepper & 
Cream Soda at the top of the Food and Beverage list……
Upscale Canadian fashion retailer Aritizia continues its 
expansion in the U.S., announcing new stores to come to 
Chicago’s Miracle Mile and a 3-level location in midtown 
Manhattan……Only two retailers made the top ten list of 
Most Trusted Brands in Morning Consults’ annual survey, 
CVS at number five and Home Depot at number ten.  The 
rest of the top ten in order are Band-Aid, Lysol, Clorox, 
UPS, Visa, Cheerios, The Weather Channel, and 
Colgate.  54% of respondents have lost trust in at least 
one brand due to a poor customer service experience 
and/or deteriorating product or service quality……
Walmart has made a deal with Roku to allow viewers to 
buy merchandise through the Roku remote.  Viewers only 
need to press “OK” and proceed to checkout for payment.  
A Walmart email follows with shipping information……
Sam’s Club is offering an $8 annual membership for just 
a very limited time—through 6/26.  The normal cost is 
$45 and an earlier $8 promotion at the time of the Super 
Bowl produced a strong response……”Extreme value” 
California-based Grocery Outlet continues its expansion 
into the East, opening its first location in Maryland.  The 
roster now is at 424 stores including Pennsylvania and 
New Jersey. The chain added 36 new stores last year and 
targets 28 this year with ten in the mid-Atlantic region.
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SMI: Q2 AD SPENDING IS UP, BUT NOT BY MUCH. 
  The good news, according to Standard Media Index’s 
U.S. Ad Market Tracker through May 2022, is that ad 
spending continues its year-over-year uptrend dating 
back to March 2021. The not-so-good news: the rate of 
monthly growth has been steadily falling since January, 
when ad spend was up 19.2%, with the estimate for May 
down to just 1.3%.
  While an analysis from MediaPost calls May’s overall 
trend “the most tepid growth since ad spending pulled out 
of its recession,” it also points out that 
May 2021’s 54.7% year-over-year jump 
in ad spend was the second of a four-
month period of at least 42% monthly 
growth compared to the COVID-driven 
ad disruption of a year earlier. 

PARAMOUNT UPFRONT - HIGH 
SINGLE-DIGIT GAINS
  Paramount Global finished its upfront 
deal-making for the 2022-2023 TV 
season much like other networks, 
posting high single-digit percentage 
cost-per-thousand gains, according to company 
executives, as reported at Mediapost.com.  Sales volume 
increases stretched across all platforms, especially 
digital media.
  At at Credit Suisse investor conference early last week, 
Paramount Global President-CEO Bob Bakish said he 
was particularly surprised by the strength price gains for 
the company’s cable networks.
  “Interesting that we’re in high [single-digits] for cable, 
too,” he said. “Historically, cable has lagged broadcast, 
tucked in under it. We’re delivering high singles on both, 
and that’s a reflection of the quality of our products but 
also that we were bringing it to market.”
  Paramount executives said there was “healthy growth” 
in most ad categories including pharmaceutical, digital-
to-consumer businesses, finance, and household/
personal care.

MORE BRANDS HIT THE MARKET
  Sagamore Spirit has launched a ready-to-drink canned 
craft cocktails in three flavors: Pineapple Ryegarita, 
Honey Paloma and Lemon Tea Fizz. The three cocktails 
are available to purchase together in a six-can variety 
pack, as well as in single-flavor four-packs. Sagamore 
Spirit’s variety pack of canned cocktails will also be 
available in four-packs in major markets...Plus Brand 
is launching a new alkaline water: Agua Plus. It’s 
a premium alkaline water that is bottled at a pH of 9+ 
and undergoes a seven-step purification process that is 
enhanced with minerals and electrolytes, the company 
says.... Petco has opened the first Neighborhood Farm 
& Pet Supply, in Floresville, Texas.  The store will serve 
as a “one-stop shop” for consumers buying products for 
pets and farm animals, according to a company press 
release. Petco expects to open a handful of its rural store 
concepts throughout 2022.  The goal is to compete with 
stores like Tractor Supply Company.
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I asked my husband what he 
wanted for Father’s Day & 

he said silence. Then we all 
laughed & laughed & the  

kids went back to breaking 
the sound barrier.

AVAILS
   FLX ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE — Remote (Full Time Regular): 
Fox13-WTVT (Miami/Fort Lauderdale DMA) is looking for an 
experienced OTT salesperson to manage, develop, assist 
and service business for the Fox 
local extension OTT platform 
(FLX). 2-3 years of successful 
experience in the digital media 
industry; Digital Video Advertising 
and/or Digital Agency/Digital 
Publisher experience preferred. College degree preferred. 

IAB certification preferred. Familiarity 
with basic digital media technology. 
Excellent presentation skills. CLICK 
HERE to apply.

AGENCY NEWS
   Dentsu international has created an 
entirely new global creative network, 
uniting its creative agencies, including 
DentsuMB, 360i and Isobar, and 
expanding its entertainment, earned 
attention and experience capabilitites. 

Brandequity reports the launch is part of a broader 
strategy aimed at simplifying client engagement and 
injecting creativity in everything dentsu international does. 

BUYERS SHOULD COMBINE TV, CTV
  The number of cord-cutters has never been higher, and 
ad spend dedicated to CTV is rising steadily every year. 
But advertisers shouldn’t discount linear TV just yet. The 
US counts close to 50 million households with traditional 
TV services, and in 2021, 61% of US consumers watched 
linear TV on a weekly basis. 
   A report from adexchanger sayd advertisers often feel 
torn between the two channels.They wonder which will 
give them the best ROI. But rather than choosing just one, 
an increasing number of brands are adopting a TV 360 
approach. That means blending 
linear and CTV advertising to 
best reach their target audiences, 
while also integrating their TV 
efforts effectively across their 
marketing funnel.
   In many ways, the viewing experience for both TV and 
CTV is extremely similar. Both channels use a TV screen, 
and viewers are likely watching from a TV device.
   Ultimately, it’s the channels’ targeting capabilities that 
are their biggest differentiators. Linear TV allows brands to 
make a big splash, maximizing their reach across millions 
of TV households in the US. CTV, meanwhile, enables 
brands to zero-in on their target audience. That’s why CTV 
and linear are best used in conjunction, helping push both 
brand and performance objectives. 
   And while CTV’s CPMs range from   $15 to $50, linear 
ad CPMs fall between $10 to $15. Understanding how to 
split the marketing budget between the two depends on 
the audience that brands are trying to reach. While CTV 
is growing in viewership across all demographics, it still 
skews toward younger, more tech-savvy consumers. Many 
CTV viewers may also be cord-cutters or cord-nevers. 
Linear viewers, on the other hand, skew older.
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MORTGAGE RATES UP, HOUSING PRICES DOWN
    Sky-high prices in the US housing market will sink in the 
coming months as prospective homebuyers deal with surging 
mortgage rates, a prominent research firm said in a report 
Monday, as reported by the New York TImes. Home prices 
are projected to decline approximately 5% by the middle of 
2023, according to the latest projections released by Capital 
Economics. Property values were previously expected to 
remain unchanged over that same period. The 30-year fixed 
loan mortgage rate hit 6.03% on Monday, according to data 

from Mortgage News Daily. The same 
mortgage rate hovered below 3.5% as 
recently as January. Yep, five months ago. 
The median sale price of single-family US 
homes was $428,700 through the first 
quarter of 2022, according to federal data.

ECONOMICS MAY PUSH WORKERS 
BACK TO OFFICE
 Billionaire real estate tycoon Stephen 
Ross suggests that a looming US 
economic recession could put an end to 
the work-from-home craze that swept the 

country during the pandemic. He says the possibility of layoffs 
could lead employees to drop their resistance. “The employees 
will recognize as we go into a recession, or as things get a little 
tighter, that you have to do what it takes to keep your job and 
to earn a living,” Ross said.
  Just 41% of office workers in New York were back to working 
on site as of June 8, according to Kastle Systems. Concerns 
related to crime on subways and the COVID-19 pandemic are 
among the top issues keeping employees at home.
  We’ll see who wins the tug-of-war, but employers in some 
sectors, including cryptocurrency and real estate firms, have 
already begun making layoffs.
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When they said “it takes a 
village” I thought they were 
referring to raising a child,  

not keeping up with laundry.

NO SHORTAGE OF AUTO BUYERS, BUT...
  Automotive News points out that the average new vehicle 
now costs nearly what a typical American — or even an 
entire household — makes in a year, but nobody seems all 
that concerned.
  The average transaction price reached a May record of 
$45,502, according to J.D. Power. Cox Automotive and 
Moody’s Analytics put the cost of acquiring a new vehicle 
in May even higher — $55,821 when including factors such 
as financing, a figure that represented 41.3 weeks of the 
$70,284 U.S. median household income.
  “It’s never been higher,” Cox Automotive 
Chief Economist Jonathan Smoke told 
Automotive News. “It looks horrible.”
  The CEO of the country’s largest new-
vehicle retailer, AutoNation, said this 
spring that he’d seen no reduction 
in demand for new vehicles. Other 
dealership executives say they’re readily 
finding buyers for all the new cars and 
trucks arriving on their lots — admittedly 
many fewer in this supply-constrained 
environment than in years past. And the 
National Automobile Dealers Association, which has raised 
concerns for years over affordability, didn’t even respond 
to numerous queries from Automotive News on whether 
vehicle affordability was worrying.
  A major automaker trade association, the Alliance for 
Automotive Innovation, attributes rising prices to customer 
demand for larger and more expensive vehicles, particularly 
trucks. Automakers also acknowledge they’ve prioritized 
production of vehicles with higher price points during the last 
year as microchip shortages limited the number of cars and 
trucks they were able to build.
  It’s all led to a market in which new vehicles typically cost 
more than the sticker price, used vehicles can cost as much 
as they were priced when new, and consumers are left 
wrestling with whether to pay today’s high amounts or sit 
on the sidelines — which plenty are choosing to do when it 
comes to new vehicles.
 The typical U.S. consumer has been priced out of the 
market, Smoke said.

THIS AND THAT
  7-Eleven has partnered with Waitr Holdings to expand 
its on-demand food ordering and delivery options. Under 
the agreement, Waitr and its Bite Squad and Delivery 
Dudes services will provide delivery from more than 700 
of 7-Eleven’s 13,000-plus locations. “We’re excited to 
reach and serve our customers on Waitr with what they 
want — when, where and how they want it,” said Raghu 
Mahadevan, senior vice president and chief digital officer at 
Irving, Texas-based 7-Eleven, said in a statement. “We look 
forward to bringing fan-favorite 7-Eleven products — like 
ice-cold Slurpee drinks, hot pizza or ice cream — to even 
more customers across the country.”...Kroger posted robust 
fiscal 2022 first-quarter sales after cycling pandemic-driven 
growth a year earlier, topping Wall Street’s earnings-per-
share forecast and lifting its full-year outlook. For the first 
quarter ended May 21, net sales came in at $44.6 billion, up 
8% from $41.3 billion a year ago

SUNDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY


